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Congruence conditions on the class numbers of complex quadratic fields 
have recently been studied by various investigators, including Barrucand and 
Cohn, Hasse, and the author. In this paper, we study the class number of 
Q(v’ - pq), where p = q (mod 4) are distinct primes. 
Congruence conditions on the class numbers of complex quadratic fields 
have recently been studied by various investigators, including Barrucand 
and Cohn, Hasse and the present author (see [l-5]). Using the theory of 
composition of binary quadratic forms as in [2], we develop some new 
results pertaining to this study; in particular, we examine the class number 
of Q( X’ - pq), where p = q (mod 4) are distinct primes. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The following proposition is well known (see [6]). 
Proposition. The primitive classes of binary quadratic forms of 
discriminant d form a group G, called the class group, whose order is 
h(d) (if d < 0, only positive-definite classes are included). The identity I 
of G is the class containing [l, E, (e - q/4], where l = 0 or 1 = d (mod 2). 
If A and B are two classes of disctriminant d, A and B contain forms 
[a, , b, azc] and [as, b, a, c], respectively; AB is the class of [a,~~, b, c]. 
The classes A for which A2 = I are precisely the ambiguous classes (those 
which contain forms[a, na, c], the so-called ambiguous forms). Every 
class in the principal genus is the square of some class, and each genus 
contains an equal number of classes. Finally, if D is a positive square-free 
integer and D = 1 (mod 4) then h(-D) is the number of primitive classes 
of positive-definite forms of determinant D. 
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2. THE CASE p = q s 1 (mod 4). 
Throughout this paper, (p I q) denotes the familiar Legendre symbol. 
All lower-case letters denote integers. 
THEOREM 1. Let p = q = 1 (mod 4) be distinct primes. Then: 
h( -pq) = 4 (mod S), ifp + q (mod 8) and (p I q) = - 1; 
=O(mod16),ifprq=l(mod8)and(p~q)=l; 
E 0 (mod S), otherwise. 
Proof. Denote by I, A, B and C the classes of [I, 0, pq], 
P, 2, (pq + O/21, [P, 0, ql and [2~, ZP, (p + d/21, 
respectively. These are precisely the ambiguous classes of determinant 
pq, so that the classes of determinant pq fall into four genera (see f6]); we 
construct a table of generic characters for 1, A, B and C. 
(m IA (m I 4) t-1 I4 
I 
A (2 t PI (2 f4) (2 I PIi2 I 4) 
3 (P I ql (P I qJ 
c (2 I P)(P I 4) (2 I 4)(P I 4) (zlP~2ld 
We observe that the ambiguous classes are distributed one to each 
genus when, and only when, (p I q) = -1 and p + q (mod 8). In that 
case, each genus contains one ambiguous class and a certain number of 
pairs of improperly equivalent classes. The total number h(-pq) of 
classes equals four times the number of classes in a single genus, or four 
times an odd number. Hence h(-pq) = 4 (mod 8). 
If (p 1 q) = 1 and p = q = 1 (mod S), the principal genus contains all 
four ambiguous classes. The group K = (1, A, B, C} is a subgroup of the 
principal genus group H, which is a subgroup of G of index 4. Then we 
have 
h(-pq) = ord G/H * ord H/K * ord K 
=4eordH/K*8 cO(mod32). 
In each of the other cases, the principal genus contains exactly two 
ambiguous classes; hence ord His even and we have 
h(-pq) = ord G/H + ord H 
= 4 - ord H = 0 (mod 8). 
Q.E.D. 
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Ifp = q = 1 (mod 8), we may improve this result as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let p = q E 1 (mod 8) be distinct primes. Write 
pq = 2e2 - d2, 
where e > 0. 
(a) Zf (p 1 q) = - 1, then h( -pq) z 0 or 8 (mod 16) according as 
(eIp)(e(q)=lor-1. 
(b) Zf (p I q) = 1 and (e 1 p) = (e I q) = 1, then h( -pq) = 0 
(mod 32). 
Proof. Let D be the class of [e, 2d, 2e] and let A4 be the subgroup of G 
consisting of Z, A, B, C, D, DA, DB and DC. A, B, C, G, H and Z are as 
above. 
(a) If (p j q) = -1, then H contains Z and A, but not B and C; the 
latter two each have generic characters (m 1 p) = (m / q) = -(-1 1 m) = -1. 
Let H’ denote the subgroup of G consisting of Hand the genus of B. 
If (e / p)(e / q) = 1, then D E: H’, so that M is a subgroup of H’. Since 
there are four genera, H’ has index 2 in G. Thus 
h(-pq) = ord G/H’ * ord H’IM - ord M 
= 2 - ord H’/M * 8 = 0 (mod 16). 
If (e j p)(e I q) = - 1, then D $ H’; we show that M has odd index in G. 
Suppose L is a class for which L2 E M. If L2 = Z, then L = Z, A, B, or C. 
If L2 = A, then (LD)2 = L2D2 = A2 = I; hence LD = A, B, or C, in 
which case L = D, DC or DB, respectively. If L2 = B, C or D, then 
B, C or D E H, respectively, which is a contradiction to our assumptions. 
If L2 = DA, DB or DC, then DA, DB or DC E H, this means that D E H’, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, if L2 E A4, then L E M, so that M has odd 
index in G. Then 
h(-pq) = ord G/M * ord M 
= ord G/M * 8 = 8 (mod 16). 
(b) If (p 1 q) = 1, then all of the ambiguous classes are in H, 
furthermore, if (e I p) = (e / q) = 1, then D E H, so that A4 is a subgroup 
of H. Hence 
h(-pq) = ord G/H * ord H/M * ord M 
=4*ordH/M*8=O(mod32). 
Q.E.D. 
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If (p ) q) = 1, and if it happens (as it quite often does) that q = a2 -pb2 
orp =r2- qs2, we may improve on Theorem 1 in the following manner. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (p 1 q) = 1, q = 5 (mod S), and either q = a2 -pb2 
witha>Oorp=r2-qs2withr>0. 
(a) If p = 1 (mod S), then h( -pq) = 0 (mod 16) if (a I p) = 1 or 
(r ( p) = 1; otherwise, h(-pq) = 8 (mod 16). 
(b) rf p = 5 (mod 8), then h( -pq) = 0 (mod 16) $(a ) p) = (a 1 q) 
or (r ( p) = (r ) q); otherwise, h(-pq) = 8 (mod 16). 
Proof. If q = a2 - pb2, where a > 0, denote by Fl the class of 
[a, 2pb,pa]; if p = r2 - qs2, where r > 0, denote by F2 the class of 
[r, 2qs, qr]. Then F12 = F22 = B and (FlF2)2 = I; as a consequence of this, 
the group generated by Fl , F2 and the ambiguous classes is a group W of 
order 8. Since q E 5 (mod 8) and (p 1 q) = 1, Hcontains Iand B, whereas 
A and C belong to another genus. Denote by G’ the subgroup of G con- 
sisting of H and the genus of A and C. 
If W is a subgroup of G’, then 
h( -pq) = ord G/G’ . ord G’/ W * ord W 
=2.ordG’/W.8rO(mod16). 
If W is not a subgroup of G’, then Fl and F2 are not in G’. Using precisely 
the same line of argument as in the proof of Theorem 2(a), it is easy to 
show that W has odd index in G, so that 
h(-pq) = ord G/W * ord W 
= ord G/W* 8 = 8 (mod 16). 
Hence, h(-pq) = 0 or 8 (mod 16) according as Wis or is not a subgroup 
of G’. Ifp E 1 (mod 8), then Wis a subgroup of G’ if and only if (a ( p) = 1 
or (a ) q) = 1; if p 3 5 (mod S), then W is a subgroup of G’ if and only if 
(a 1 p) = (a I q) or (r ( p) = (r 1 q). This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
If (p(q)=-1, p=q=5(mod8), and either p=2u2-qv2 or 
q = 2w2 - pz2, we may improve the results of Theorem 1 as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (p ( q) = - 1, p = q z 5 (mod 8), and either 
p = 2u2 - qv2 or q = 2w2 - pz2, where u > 0 and w > 0. Then 
A(-pq) = 0 (mod 1% if& I P) = (a I q) or (w I P) = (w I q); 
E 8 (mod 16), otherwise. 
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Proof. The proof parallels exactly the proof of Theorem 3, and is 
therefore omitted. 
Let (p / q) = 1 and p = q = 1 (mod 8). Under certain conditions, we 
may improve the result of Theorem 2 as shown below. 
THEOREM 5. Let (p ( q) = 1, p = q = 1 (mod S), pq = 2e2 - d2 with 
e > 0, q = a2 -pb2 with a > 0 orp = r2 - qs2 with r > 0, andp = 2~2 - qv2 
with u > 0 or q = 2w2 - pz2 with w  > 0. Then h(-pq) = 0 (mod 64), 
32 (mod 64) or 16 (mod 32) according as more than one, exactly one or none 
of the following conditions hold: 
(4 (eId=(elq)=l; 
(b) (alP)=(a/q)=1or(rIp)=(rlq)=1; 
(4 (u I p) = (u I 4) = 1 or (w I PI = (w I 4) = I. 
Proof. Let 1, A, B, C, D, FI and F2 be as before. Let Fs be the class of 
[u, 2qv, 2qu] ifp = 2u2 - qv2 with u > 0; let F4 be the class of [w, 2pz, 2pw] 
if q = 2w2 - pz2 with w  : 0. Then F12 = F22 = B, Fa2 = Fd2 = C, 
(FIF2)2 = (F3Fa)2 = I, and (FiFJ2 = A, where i = I,2 and j = 3,4. 
Hence FIF2 and FaF4 are ambiguous and F,Fi is the product of D with an 
ambiguous class (possibly FiFs = D). From this it follows that the least 
subgroup of G containing all the aforementioned classes is the subgroup V 
generated by one of {FI , F2> and one of {F’, , F4); furthermore, ord V = 16. 
Since F,F, and FsF4 are ambiguous, they belong to H, so that FI and F2 are 
in the same genus, and F3 and F4 are in the same genus. Thus, D and FIF3 
are in the same genus, as are OFI and F3, and DF, and FI . 
If more than one of (a) (b), and (c) holds then V is a subgroup of H, so 
that 
h( -pq) = ord G/H * ord H/V . ord V 
= 4 * ord H/V * 16 = 0 (mod 64). 
If just one of (a), (b) and (c) hold, then D has a square root, or FI or F2 has 
a square root, or Fs or FJ has a square root (the italicized or is the exclusive 
or). Let S denote this square root; the least subgroup I/’ of G containing V 
and S has order 32. By use of the technique employed in proving 
Theorem 2(a), it can be shown that the subgroup V’ has odd index in G 
(the reader is spared the agony of digging through tedious, but elementary, 
details). Thus 
h(-pq) = ord G/V’ * ord V’ 
= ord G/V’ . 32 E 32 (mod 64). 
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If none of the conditions (a), (b) and (c) hold, we may again show, using 
the technique of Theorem 2, that V has odd index in G; hence 
h(-pq) = ord G/V . ord V 
= ord G/V. 16 = 16 (mod 32). 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE CASEp=q=3(mOd4) 
Since (p I q)(q ) p) = - 1, we assume, without loss of generality, that 
(p 1 q) = 1. We construct a table of generic characters for the ambiguous 
classes: 
(m If4 Cm I 4) F-1 I4 
I 
A (2:P) (~~9) (2 I P)Y2 I 4) 
B (qlp) = -1 (P I 4) = 1 
c (2lP)@lP) = -(21P) (2 I 4)(P I 4) = (2 I 4) -9 I;;@ I 4) 
We observe that if q = 3 (mod 8), then the ambiguous classes are 
distributed one to each genus; hence, each genus has the same odd number 
of classes. If q = 7 (mod 8), then the principal genus contains Iand either 
A or C; thus, each genus has the same even number of classes. Hence we 
have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let p E q = 3 (mod 4) be distinct primes such that 
(p 1 q) = 1. Then: 
h( -pq) = 4 (mod 8), if q = 3 (mod 8); 
= 0 (mod 8), if q E 7 (mod 8). 
Ifp = q = 7 (mod 8), we may obtain some more information as follows. 
THEOREM 7. Let p E q = 7 (mod 8) be distinct primes. Write 
pq = 2e= - d2, 
with e > 0, and suppose (p / q) = 1. Then: 
h(-pq) = 0 (mod 16), if(e 1 q) = 1; 
sz 8 (mod 16), if(e 1 q) = -1. 
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Proof. Let D denote the class of the positive form [e, 24 2e] of deter- 
minant pq. If (e 1 q) = 1, then D is an element of the subgroup G’ of the 
class group G consisting of the principal genus and the genus of B. The 
group K = {I, A, B, C, D, DA, DB, DC} is a subgroup of G of order 8, 
since A = D2; K is a subgroup of G’ if (e 1 q) = 1. Thus 
h(--pq) = ord G/G’ * ord G’IK * ord K 
=2*ordG’/K*8rO(mod16). 
If (e I q) = -1, then D is not an element of G’; in the manner of the 
proof of Theorem 2(a), it can be shown that K has odd index in G. Thus 
h(-pq) = ord G/K * ord K 
= ord G/K * 8 = 8 (mod 16). 
Q.E.D. 
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